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Abstract. Improvement in the current understanding of the 
molecular basis of lung cancer at multiple levels, including 
the genetic, epigenetic and protein levels, has the potential to 
impact the diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of lung cancer. 
The mutation status of the tyrosine kinase domain of epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR) is known to be a predictor of 
the response to gefitinib in lung cancer. Furthermore, muta-
tions in the EGFR and KRAS genes appear to be mutually 
exclusive. The present study reports a rare case of a patient 
harboring two EGFR mutations (L858R and T790M) and a 
KRAS mutation (G12V). The development of gefitinib resis-
tance was detected in the subsequent treatment. The present 
study indicates that EGFR and KRAS mutational analysis 
should be recommended for all patients with non-small-cell 
lung carcinoma.

Introduction

Mutations in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
gene are closely associated with the response of cells to EGFR 
tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), including erlotinib and 
gefitinib, particularly in lung adenocarcinoma. The incidence 

of resistance to EGFR TKIs in patients with non-small-cell 
lung carcinoma (NSCLC) is 10-20% (1). Furthermore, clinical 
trials have revealed that oral EGFR TKIs may lead to increased 
response rates and progression-free survival rates compared 
with standard chemotherapies in patients with NSCLC (2,3). 
However, numerous patients with NSCLC eventually develop 
resistance to these EGFR inhibitors. The T790M mutation in 
exon 20 of the EGFR gene has been reported as one of the 
driving mutations for the acquired resistance to gefitinib (4). 
Approximately one-half of the patients that acquire resis-
tance to gefitinib are found to harbor the T790M EGFR 
mutation (5). In addition, 15-20% of NSCLC tumors harbor 
mutations in exon 2 of the Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene 
homolog (KRAS) gene (6-8). As a prognostic marker, KRAS 
mutations in resected NSCLC tissues have been found to be 
associated with a shorter overall survival time compared with 
patients with EGFR mutations. Although numerous current 
studies suggest that EGFR and KRAS mutations are mutually 
exclusive (9-11), as a downstream signal molecule of the EGFR 
pathway, a mutation in KRAS may be a predictor for primary 
resistance to TKI therapy in patients with NSCLC (12). 
Patients that harbor a KRAS mutation and EGFR mutations in 
exons 21 and 20 are extremely rare.

Case report

A 69-year-old man that had smoked 10 cigarettes/day for 
20 years was admitted to The First Affiliated Hospital of 
Sun Yat-Sen University (Guangzhou, Guangdong, China) in 
September 2011, due to the presence of an abnormal shadow 
in the right upper lung that was identified on chest X-ray. 
Physical examination revealed no significant abnormalities. 
Chest computed tomography (CT) revealed a 28x36 mm 
tumor in the upper lobe of the right lung, which was clas-
sified as tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) stage T3N0M1. 
Bronchoscopy revealed a tumor occluding the right upper 
bronchus, with active bleeding. In order to relieve the respi-
ratory symptoms that resulted from hemoptysis, the patient 
underwent lobectomy of the right upper lung and mediastinal 
lymph node dissection. The resected tumor exhibited typical 
adenocarcinomatous characteristics on hematoxylin and eosin 
staining. Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining demonstrated 
strong expression of the transcription factor-1 (Abbott, USA), 
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carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) 
and cytokeratin-7 (Dako) proteins. The findings of laboratory 
examinations were within the normal range, with the excep-
tion of CEA, which demonstrated a serum level of 6.24 ng/ml 
(normal range, 0.00-5.00 ng/ml). The pathological diagnosis 
of the tumor specimen was acinar adenocarcinoma (Fig. 1) 
harboring one EGFR mutation in exon 21, the L858R muta-
tion. Subsequent to consideration of the poor condition of 
the patient, treatment with gefitinib was selected at a dose of 
250 mg/day for 3 months.

A chest X-ray performed 20 days later revealed that the 
completely occluded left main bronchus had reopened and that 
the right lung atelectasis was considerably improved. There 
were no severe side-effects, such as lung toxicity. However, 
3 months following the initiation of gefitinib therapy, the tumor 
began to enlarge (Fig. 2). Gefitinib therapy was discontinued 
in order to introduce second-line chemotherapy, consisting 
of docetaxel (75 mg/m2, once) and gefitinib (250 mg/day) 
for 3 weeks, which induced infusion reaction. No notable 
response was observed. Following discontinuation of the 
second-line chemotherapy, tumor growth induced empyema 
and the general condition of the patient gradually deterio-
rated. Trans-bronchial lung biopsy of the right lung was then 
performed to perform EGFR and KRAS mutation analysis 

using amplification refractory mutation system (Amoy Diag-
nostics Co., Ltd., Haicang, Xiamen, China). In the tumor DNA, 
the point mutations L858R, in which leucine at amino acid 
858 is replaced by arginine, and T790M, in which threonine at 
amino acid 790 is replaced by methionine, were detected in the 
EGFR gene, in addition to the KRAS G12V mutation (Fig. 3). 
However, these findings could not be applied to the treat-
ment strategy as the patient succumbed to respiratory failure 
2 months later. The present study was approved by the ethics 
committee of Sun Yat-Sen University and written informed 
consent was obtained from the patient's family.

Discussion

It has been demonstrated that the majority of patients with EGFR 
TKI-sensitive lung cancer harbor activating mutations in the 
TK domain of EGFR (13-15), which supports the hypothesis 
that identifying genetic signatures associated with oncogenic 
alterations may yield predictive biomarkers for corresponding 
molecular target inhibitors. Compared to smokers, EGFR 
mutations have consistently been found to be more common 
in never-smokers (16). It has been demonstrated that the 
majority of tumors with activating EGFR mutations present 
with a non-squamous histology. Retrospective data reported 

Figure 2. Chest CT scans in a patient with lung adenocarcinoma, revealing the primary tumor (red arrows). (A) Chest CT prior to the administration of gefitinib. 
(B) Repeated CT at 20 days subsequent to gefitinib treatment. (C) CT revealing disease progression 3 months following gefitinib treatment. CT, computed 
tomography.

Figure 1. Histological morphology of the primary lung adenocarcinoma, demonstrating a predominantly solid growth pattern. (A) Hematoxilin and eosin 
staining (magnification, x20). Immunohistochemical analysis revealed the adenocarcinoma to be (B) thyroid transcription factor 1‑positive (magnification, x20), 
(C) carcinoembryonic antigen‑positive (magnification, x20), (D) cytokeratin 7‑positive (magnification, x20) and (E) p63‑negative (magnification, x20).
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by Tanaka et al reveals that 3-8% of patients with NSCLC that 
demonstrated squamous histology present in activating EGFR 
mutations (17). The present diagnosis of squamous cell carci-
noma or adenocarcinoma was based on histomorphological 
analysis, in cases where the appearance was characteristic, or 
IHC staining, which was performed using antibodies against 
TTF-1, p63, CEA and CK. Nuclear expression of TTF-1, iden-
tified by IHC, demonstrated the lesion in the present patient 
to be of primary pulmonary origin. Furthermore, tumor cells 
were CEA-positive and p63-negative, indicating that they may 
originate from the glandular epithelium.

Deletion mutations in exon 19 that affect the conserved 
LREA motif and a single amino acid substitution, leucine 
to arginine, at codon 858 in exon 21 are associated with 
increased sensitivity to EGFR TKIs, including gefitinib and 
erlotinib (18-20). The clinical observation that the present 
patient with a L858R mutation achieved radiographic tumor 
regression may be indicative that patients with EGFR 
L858R-bearing tumors can benefit from gefitinib at the 
usual clinical doses. However, in a previous study >20% 
of patients demonstrated resistance to EGFR TKIs and all 
tumors ultimately developed resistance following the initial 
response (21). The most common molecular mechanism of 
acquired resistance is a mutation at a second site in the EGFR 
tyrosine kinase domain, T790M. This mutation confers resis-
tance by increasing the affinity for ATP, with which inhibitors 
must compete for binding, and also by modestly decreasing 
the intrinsic affinity for TKIs (22). 

In the present study, 3 months subsequent to the initiation 
of gefitinib therapy, the tumor relapsed and a CT scan demon-
strated progressive disease. Molecular analysis demonstrated 
the presence of an adenocarcinoma harboring two different 
EGFR mutations, consisting of a mutation in exon 20 (T790M) 
and a mutation in exon 21 (L858R). Consistent with the role 
of KRAS mutations as driver mutations, KRAS mutations 
do not occur in association with EGFR mutations (23-26), 
although rare exceptions do occur (27). However, the present 
study reported the case of a patient that possessed tumor 
DNA harboring KRAS and EGFR mutations, a phenomenon 
that has been rarely reported. Furthermore, a meta-analysis 
has revealed that tumors harboring a KRAS mutation are 
resistant to EGFR TKIs (28), as KRAS mutations lead to 
constitutive activation of pathways downstream of EGFR. The 
aforementioned data demonstrated that the recurrence and 
rapid resistance to gefitinib observed in the present patient 
may be attributed to the T790M mutation in EGFR and the 
KRAS mutation simultaneously. In particular, it has been 
demonstrated in colorectal cancer of an advanced stage that 
under conditions of EGFR-blockade, pre-existing undetected 
KRAS mutant cells contribute to relapse (29,30). There are 
several reasons to expect that KRAS may play a similar role 
in the acquired resistance to EGFR blockade in lung adeno-
carcinoma. First, KRAS mutant subpopulations have been 
identified in lung adenocarcinoma tumors (31). Secondly, 
in lung adenocarcinoma lesions, KRAS mutation has been 
reported to confer primary resistance to EGFR blockade (9). 

Figure 3. EGFR and KRAS mutations were identified using the ARMS method. (A) EGFR L858R point mutation detected prior to gefitinib treatment. 
(B) EGFR L858R and T790M point mutations detected subsequent to gefitinib treatment. (C) Absence of KRAS point mutation prior to gefitinib treatment.  
(D) KRAS 35G>T (G12V) point mutation detected subsequent to gefitinib treatment. EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; KRAS, kirsten rat sarcoma 
viral oncogene homolog; ARMS, amplification‑refractory mutation system.
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Thus, the exploration of a more sensitive detecting system for 
tumor tissues is urgently required in order to provide more 
reasonable treatment options for patients.

Resistance to targeted therapies is an increasingly 
reported issue, into which genomic analyses may provide 
important mechanistic insights for future rational thera-
peutic approaches. The present study reported a rare case of 
lung cancer harboring a KRAS mutation and a compound 
T790M EGFR substitution mutation, which was identified 
subsequent to the administration of gefitinib treatment to the 
patient. Thus, to improve the guidance for optimal treatment 
schemes in individual patients, additional studies that aim 
to identify the genetic causes of drug resistance at various 
points during the clinical course are required.
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